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DEBATE 
HISTORY

At a certain stage of higher education studies you begin 
to understand that the story of almost anything can be 
started with the words: «the history of this phenomenon 

goes back to ancient Greece, Plato and Aristotle already...».  

We will not affirm that Plato and Aristotle were ardent debaters, but it is safe 
to say that debate as a social phenomenon was brought to us exactly by the 
ancient Greeks while taking important decisions during public discussions.
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The debate emerged as an 
intellectual game in the middle 
of the 19th century in Britain. 

At that time the oldest debating 
societies of the world appeared. 
Oxford and Cambridge are 
meant. And if most people of 
the world, when they hear the 
phrase «opposition between 
Oxford and Cambridge», think 
of rowing, we will for sure 
understand that the real battles 
between them take place on the 
basis of the debate.

The history of confrontation and 
the societies themselves will be 
interesting for those who are eager 
for details. The Cambridge Union 
Society was founded in 1815. 
It absorbed all discussion clubs 
existing at that time at the University, 
becoming, in the language of 
economists, a monopoly on the 
market of provision of rhetorical 
services. Somewhat later, namely 
in 1823, the Oxford Union Society 
was founded. Its graduates became 
influential members of political life of 
both Britain and the world in general 
(Bill Clinton, Benazir Bhutto and 
many prime ministers and members 
of the government of Britain). To 
cause a little jealousy and to show 
horizons to which one can expand, 
it is worth mentioning that the 
Oxford Union Society has a separate 
building in the centre of Oxford, and 
about 80% of university students are 
members of the Society.

The confrontation between these 
two societies also goes back to the 
19th century, and even if for the sake 
of a dramatic effect we want to say 
how it all began, the story is so long 
that no party properly remembers, 
and conscience does not allow to 
lie. The reason for the dispute was 
rather prosaic: in 1829 there was 
a discussion on the topic «Who Is 
Cooler: Shelley (Oxford graduate) 
or Byron (Cambridge graduate)?». 
Although the debate took place 
in Oxford, and the hosts, like real 
gentlemen, preferred Byron, the 
aftertaste, as they say, remained. 
Since then not literary figures but 
debating societies fight for coolness.

A little later debates appeared 
in other countries: first in the 
USA and then the English-
speaking colonies took over this 
game. Debates start to attract 
special attention in the USA 
after the Second World War, in 
the 60s they reached the peak 
of popularity during the debate 
Kennedy-Nixon. Another bit 
of information for those who 
are ambitious and forward-
looking: almost all US presidents 
were graduates of the debate 
movement. Since the late 70s 
the annual World Universities 
Debating Championship is held. 
And since the 90s of the 20th 
century the debate movement 
covers virtually the entire world.
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Speaking about the history of debates in Ukraine, we 
should mention that it started in 1994, when the George 
Soros Foundation began implementing the programme 
«Karl Popper Debate». It was intended to instill democratic 
values in Ukrainian youth, especially in schoolchildren. It also 
instilled them in teachers as they had to learn this format to 
be able to continue to teach children it. Unfortunately, it was 
subsequently terminated. But the schoolchildren who liked 
the game remained. Later they became students. They taught 
their friends debate and also studied together. The format also 
changed – instead of the school Karl Popper one the British 
Parliamentary debate format was popularised (later we will 
explain how they differ). Activists who united and created 
a non-governmental organisation – «Debate Academy», 
developed the debate movement. After a while (namely on 
May 7, 2011) most members of the «Debate Academy» left the 
organisation and formed the new one – «Debate Federation 
of Ukraine»), which now develops the debate movement 
in Ukraine, focusing on the debate components and the 
development of debaters.
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The first countries where 
debate emerged were Great 
Britain and the USA. It is, 
therefore, not surprising that 
the most common formats in 
the world are the American 
and British parliamentary 
debate formats. Both formats 
have the form of meetings of 
the British Parliament, where 
the Opposition opposes the 
Government for approval / 
rejection of a certain Resolution. 
The Government must defend 
the need for approval of the 
resolution, while the Opposition 
has to convince the judges (the 
third, disinterested party) of 
the need for its rejection. They 
differ in a number of players 
and time allotted to a speech. 
In the British format 4 teams 
of two players each participate 
(two for the Government 
and two for the Opposition 
respectively); in the American 
format the Government and the 
Opposition are represented by 
one team each. Teams have the 
opportunity to put questions 
to opponents during their 
speeches.
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Karl Popper format is also 
very popular. One of the most 
interesting facts connected with 
this format is that, although 
the format is named after the 
great philosopher Karl Popper, 
Popper himself did not play 
this debate and did not know 
about it – it was created after his 
death. This is the school debate 
format, which is played by two 
teams of three players each 
representing the Affirmative 
and Negative parties. Questions 
are put to opponents within 
specially alloted time after their 
speeches.

Political debate is a 
debate format in which the 
Government should offer 
a concrete plan to achieve 
a particular goal (ban on 
tobacco advertising, reducing 
immigration, etc.), and the 
Opposition is to oppose the 
Government in one of three 
possible ways: to prove the 
undesirability of changes; to 
prove the ineffectiveness of the 
Government’s plan; to propose 
its own plan, which, unlike 
the Government’s one, will 
improve the situation (and also 
to convince the judges that the 
Opposition’s plan will still lead 
to improvements).

Lincoln-Douglas debate. The 
format was modelled on the 
basis of the debate between 
Abraham Lincoln and Stephen 
Douglas. The dispute unfolds 
around values that are opposed 
in the topic (for example, 
priority of cultural diversity 
against common culture). This 
debate format involves no team 
but individual speakers, that is, a 
dispute takes place face to face.

Debate of the United Nations 
model. According to this format 
UN meetings are simulated: 
each team represents a 
particular country and protects 
its interests and policies at the 
stage of lobbying and debating. 
The purpose of this simulation 
consists in discussing and then 
in lobbying and approving 
resolutions that settle pressing 
issues (civil wars, the situation in 
the Third World countries, etc.).

Ted Turner format is the most 
advanced one. It was developed 
in the USA in 2002-2003. It was 
named after the American TV 
magnate and a former debater 
Ted Turner. This format simulates 
modern media debates.
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As for the reasons that lead 
people to debate, it is safe 
to say: «Oppinions differ». 
Someone starts debating for 
the sake of a company to «hang 
out» with; someone wants to try 
to perform in public. But in spite 
of the purpose of which people 
start debating, the things they 
gain remain doubtless: a great 
experience of work with the 
audience; self-confidence; skills 
to persuade others of their 
rightness.

It is impossible to debate 
without developing critical 
thinking, because sometimes 
you have to defend the position 
which in real life you do not 
support. It is not important that 
you are an ardent nationalist 
but have to defend the ideas 
of communism; if you want to 
debate at a high-quality level 
and prove the worth of your 
team, you will find pros even in 
Soviet politics: you can critically 
evaluate your own position 
and find the positive in the 
opposite position. This helps to 
understand others in the future.

It is an indisputable fact that 
debates give a lot of knowledge. 
They help to find new facts in 
the events seemingly familiar 
from childhood, to broaden 
your world-view.

Teamwork is actually a synonym 
for debate (of course, if you do 
not play the Lincoln-Douglas 
debate). A team plays debate, 
and the team either wins or 
loses. There is no «I», there 
is only «we» and the sense 
of responsibility not only for 
yourself but also for the team-
mate and, ultimately, pride in 
your team.

The last and the 
most important:  
 

debate is cool! :)

W h y  D o  P e o p l e  D e b a t e 
Analogously to the process of getting higher education one can recall passing examinations and 
answering questions about the definition of a particular subject: «There are many views on this 
phenomenon . . . »
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GENERAL 
DEBATE 
RULES
Acording to the scheme of the British parliamentary 

debate format 4 teams participate in the debate. 
Each team includes 2 players. Teams are divided by 

positions into the «government» and «opposition» by drawing 
lots. Accordingly, there are two «governments» and two 
«oppositons».

In the debate we call the debate team: «First Government», «First 
Opposition», «Second Government», «Second Oppositio».  The 
“Government” should reasonably confirm the thesis expressed at the 
beginning of the game and the «Opposition» have to refute it.

Timing
Speeches are of five or seven minutes in length, 
depending upon the competition: at the 
WUDC, they are seven minutes. The first and 
last minutes of each speech are ‘protected time.’ 
The end of the first minute and the beginning 
of the last minute will be indicated by a single 
knock on the table or sounding of a bell by one 
of the adjudicators. The end of the last minute 
will be indicated by a double knock or bell. 

Points of Information
British Parliamentary debating features no 
audience participation or intervention by 
judges. However, between the first and last 
minute of a speech, debaters on the other side 
may attempt to interject by offering a ‘point of 
information’ (“PoI”). If accepted by the speaker, 
the debater offering the point may deliver a brief 
interjection (never more than 15 seconds). Points 
of information cannot be offered to your own 
side. The first and last minutes of a speech are 
“protected time:”

The speakers of the 4 teams perform in such order:

1st Speaker, 1st proposition team the “Prime Minister”

1st Speaker, 1st opposition team the “Leader of the Opposition”

2nd Speaker, 1st proposition team the “Deputy Prime Minister”

2nd Speaker, 1st opposition team the “Deputy Leader of the Opposition”

1st Speaker, 2nd proposition team the “Member of Government”

1st Speaker, 2nd opposition team the “Member of the Opposition”

2nd Speaker, 2nd proposition team the “Government Whip” 

2nd Speaker, 2nd opposition team the “Opposition Whip” 
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1. First Speaker, First Proposition Team  
(1st Prop/Prime Minister)

 . Defines the grounds of the debate 
 . Delivers own substantive material 
 . Flags the arguments to be delivered by their 

partner

2. First Speaker, First Opposition Team  
(1st Opp/Leader of the Opposition) 

 . Defines the opposition’s grounds 
 . Rebuts the 1st  Prop 
 . Delivers own substantive material 
 . Flags the arguments to be delivered by their 

partner 
 . Doesn’t challenge the definition if he’s / she’s got 

their head screwed on

3. Second Speaker, First Proposition Team (2nd Prop/
Deputy Prime Minister) 

 . Rebuts the 1st  Opp 
 . Delivers own substantive material, using the labels 

their partner gave for it, and makes reference back 
to the partner’s material  

4. Second Speaker, First Opposition Team (2nd Opp/
Deputy Leader of the Opposition) 

 . Rebuts the arguments of the 1st Prop team, with 
particular responsibility for 

 . rebutting the 2nd Prop 
 . Delivers own substantive material, using the labels 

their partner gave for it, and makes reference back 
to the partner’s material  

5. First Speaker, Second Proposition Team (3rd Prop/
Member of Government) 

 . Delivers own substantive material 
 . Does not have to say the word ‘extension’ 
 . Rebuts the arguments of the speakers before him, 

with particular responsibility to rebut the 2nd  Opp

6. First Speaker, Second Opposition Team (3rd Opp/
Member of the Opposition) 

 . Rebuts the arguments of the speakers before him, 
with particular responsibility 

 . to deal with the extension from the 3rd  Prop. 
 . Delivers own substantive material 
 . May deliver an ‘extension’

7. Second Speaker, Second Proposition Team (4th 
Prop/Government Whip) 

 . Summarizes for their side 
 . Shouldn’t offer new material (subject to discussion 

above)

8. Second Speaker, Second Opposition Team (4th 
Opp/Opposition Whip) 

 . Summarizes for their side. 
 . Definitely offers no new material.

Speakers’ Roles

Positions in the debate come with different responsibilities. Do your job. Fulfilling 
your role in the debate is the fundamental yardstick by which you will be judged:
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BRITISH 
PARLIAMENTARY 
STYLE DEBATE

D e b a t i n g  R o l e s
ПаIn a British Parliamentary style debate each of the eight people round the table has a different job to do. 
Here’s the allocation:

Role: Define the debate by clearly stating what the Government will do
Speaker: 1
•	 Start by addressing three areas:

Now – outline a problem which you believe exists
Action – offer a solution, including who will carry it out, how it will be enforced, etc.
Then – outline what will have changed and why the change is better

By addressing these three areas, it’ll be clear what the debate is about. The ‘Action’ 
stage is vital – you must define a mechanism for achieving your aims.

•	 Briefly state the points your partner is going to make (don’t elaborate on them or he 
/ she will have nothing to say), and make 3 points of your own. For example:

1. the problem does exist and it needs to be dealt with
2. this action is the best action and carried out by the best groups/individuals/agencies 

etc
3. the solution needed will be reached and WHY

F i r s t  G o v e r n m e n t

Speaker: 2
•	 Rebut all of the points just made by the opposition’s first speaker. In doing so, 

reinforce any parts of your case that now look weakened. Spend no more than half of 
your speech doing this.

•	 Put forward two new points to strengthen your team’s case

•	 Summarize your and your partner’s speeches, concluding strongly in favour of 
Government
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1 st Proposition

2 st Proposition

1 st Opposition

2 st Opposition

= a person

Role: Challenge the case put forward by the 1st Government team 
(above). Even if the Government’s case wasn’t what you expected, or 
doesn’t fit in with the motion, you must still debate their Government.
Speaker: 1
•	 Make as many holes in the Government’s case as possible. Consider the questions:

•	 Is	the	problem	really	a	problem?
•	 Does	the	problem	link	to	the	action?
•	 Is	the	action	the	correct	action?
•	 Is	there	a	better	way	of	solving	the	problem?	(If	you	agree	there	is	a	problem)
•	 Is	the	result	the	desired	one?
•	 Is	there	a	consistent	link	from	action	to	solution?

•	 Offer three substantive arguments to challenge the case – i.e. points that are new

•	 Only if the first Government’s case is truly un-debatable, should you consider re-
defining the motion (changing the subject). Be very certain before doing this!

F i r s t  O p p o s i t i o n

Speaker: 2

•	 Begin by rebutting all of the points made by the second speaker for first 
Government, who has just spoken. In doing so, reinforce any parts of the case that 
now look weakened. Spend no more than half of your speech doing this.

•	 Put forward two new points to strengthen your team’s case

•	 Summarize your and your partner’s speeches, concluding strongly in favour of 
opposition.
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Role: Develop the Government’s case by offering new, but not contradictory, 
arguments. Do not change the case from that defined by first Government.
Speaker: 1
•	 Very briefly summarize the case so far, rebutting any opposition arguments which haven’t been 

challenged successfully.

•	 Give at least 2 new points, that makes your team distinctive from the 1st Government, without 
stabbing them in the back. You may consider the “broader issues” raised by the 1st Government’s 
case, or narrow it down to specific examples.

Speaker: 2
•	 Summarize the debate. You don’t have to offer any new points to the debate; you may add one at 

most.

•	 During the debate, make notes on the main areas of the clash – points on which people have 
disagreed. Try to isolate the three most important ones. It’s your job to highlight these ones and 
show why they were won by the Government.

•	 Concentrate on the points made by your team (the second Government), although don’t ignore 
the rest of the debate.

•	 Structure your speech by issue - “this debate boiled down to x,y and z”, or “the main areas of the 
clash were a, b and c”. Within each issue keep your points in the chronological order in which they 
were mentioned in the debate.

S e c o n d  G o v e r n m e n t

Role: Rebut any outstanding Government’s points, as well as the new material 
given by the 2nd Government. Bring new opposition material to the table, but 
don’t contradict the first opposition team. 
Speaker: 1
•	 Briefly summarize the opposition case so far, and rebut the points just given by the second 

Government’s first speaker.

•	 Give at least 2 new points. You are primarily debating against the 2nd Government team, so 
develop your points from their new material.

S e c o n d  O p p o s i t i o n

Speaker: 2

•	 Summarize the debate for opposition. Offer no new information or points – you will be penalized if you do.

•	 Highlight the main areas of the clash in the debate, and explain why your side (and particularly your team) 
won on each.

•	 You need to be summarizing the debate as a whole, but concentrate on the points brought to the table by 
your team.

•	 Structure your speech by issue - “this debate boiled down to x,y and z”, or “the main areas of the clash were 
a, b and c”. Within each issue keep your points in the chronological order in which they were mentioned in 
the debate.

•	 You are the last person to speak in the whole debate, so make your ending  punchy, flagging up what you 
and your partner have brought to the debate.
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L E T ’ S  S T A R T  D E B A T I N G !

O r d e r  o f  S p e e c h e s
The role of each speaker has been outlined. The order of speeches is as 
follows:

1. First Proposition Team, speaker 1

2. First Opposition Team, speaker 1

3. First Proposition Team, speaker 2

4. First Opposition Team, speaker 2

5. Second Proposition Team, speaker 1

6. Second Opposition Team, speaker 1

7. Second Proposition Team, speaker 2

8. Second Opposition Team, speaker 2
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RECOMMEN- 
DATIONS AND  
EXERCISES FOR  
DEBATERS
Based on materials from  

Agency for Private Initiative Development  
by Kyrylo Kozhemiakin

When you begin to debate, it is 
important to understand that 
the DEBATE IS A GAME, and as 
in other games or competitions 
it has its own rules and 
peculiarities. But unlike the 
rules of sports these rules and 
peculiarities do not protect 
you from the dominance of 
your rivals / opponents but just 
guarantee high-quality game 
that will be interesting both to 
the audience and to judges, and 
ultimately it will help to develop 
each of the debates participants.

Quite often debaters cannot 
establish the debate locus 
and the game comes down to 
domestic quarrel without any 
strategy and goals. So if you 
want to enjoy the game and use 

it for your own development, 
we can give you some tips 
to help you play an exciting 
game. Examples and exercises 
presented in this section 
can be used to prepare for 
the game, which is popular 
among students worldwide 
– Parliamentary Debate 
format (structure and rules of 
parliamentary debate, samples 
of judges’ forms and other 
materials that accompany the 
debate tournament are in the 
Annexes to this brochure).

1 .  D e b a t e  b a s i s
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1.1. Definitions

There is a misbelieve that 
Parliamentary debates do not 
require explanation of terms. 
It is supposedly the beginner’s 
approach to give definitions 
before describing the reasoning 
line. However the experience 
proved that without an 
explanation of key concepts of 
the round any meaningful and 
educational debating cannot 
happen.

For the Government

 . Performing their 
immediate functions

 . Narrowing the game to 
a single clearly defined 
debate locus

 . Protection against 
substitution of concepts 
from the opposition

 . Opportunity to make 
your debate field more 
comfortable.

For the Opposition

 . Opportunity to provide 
own definitions if they 
were not provided by the 
government at all or they 
were not complete

 . Necessity to compare 
the definitions at the 
beginning of the game in 
order to make sure that 
everyone has the same 
understanding of the topic

 . Establishing the 
counterpoint locus 
and spheres where the 
definitions belong to 

It is important to understand that the 
definition is not intended to form a 
clear determination, which is a 100% 
match for this word’s meaning in 
the dictionary, since when we play 
according to the topic:

«“This House 1 would use violence 
against unauthorized peaceful 
demonstrations”»

We can give the following definitions 
from the dictionary:

1. Violence - use by one or another 
class (social group) of 
different forms of coercion, 
including armed assault, 
towards other classes (social 
groups) in order to obtain or 
retain economic and political 
domination, to obtain 
certain rights or privileges  
(Great Soviet Encyclopedia);

2. Violence – application of 
physical force towards 
anyone (Ozhegov’s Dictionary);

3. Violence is used worldwide as 
a tool of manipulation, it is 
also a problem area for law 
enforcement authorities 
and public culture that 
are trying to suppress 
and stop it. The word 
“violence” covers a wide 
range of meanings – from 
the physical manifestation: 
a quarrel between two 
beings, and even to war and 
genocide, which could result 
in the death of millions of 
people  (Free web encyclopedia 
“Wikipedia”).

But none of the submitted 

1 House is a name for the team of Government 
in Parliamentary debates (on the analogy of 
the parliamentary structure of the United 
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern 
Ireland, where the House of Lords and the 
House of Commons are usually opposed to 
each other in decision making process).

Providing definitions (attributions, 
explanations) is a task for only the first 
two players: those can be the Prime 
Minister of the Government and the 
Opposition Leader. Other players 
have the right to give definitions only 
if they are not provided by the Prime 
Minister or provided incorrectly. 
For the game to be interesting the 
definitions argument should finish 
at the second speech of the game. 
When the opposition does not agree 
with the definition of government, 
then the best choice of the team is to 
just attract judges’ attention to that 
fact and continue playing, but not 
to lead the debate into etymological 
battles. It would be reasonable both 
for the 1st government and for the 
1st opposition to prepare definitions 
in advance during the preparation 
for the round. Why is this so 
important:
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definitions can help us form a clear 
field for debating, as under these 
definitions we can understand any 
kind of violence including tortures, 
which is not correct in relation to the 
Government. 

In such a case players of the first 
government should remember  

what kinds of violence can 
now be used by the repressive 
apparatus of the state against a 
person, namely:

 . Tear gas

 . Water cannons

 . Rubber bullets

 . Beating with rubber sticks

 . Sound and light impact, etc.

In this case the government can 
impose the necessary restrictions 
on the concept of “violence” thus 
significantly narrowing the definition 
and narrowing the game to clear 
issues, and provide an opportunity 
to build arguments for both the 
government and the opposition.

So it is important to understand that 
by means of definitions the players 
define for themselves the point of 
debate; definition in the debate is 
not an exact copy of an explanatory 
meaning of this word, it is merely 
narrowing of the concept that is 
too wide for debating (violence, 
prohibition, punishment, support 
legalization, drugs) to more obvious 
debatable examples logically related 
to the original source.

EXERCISE FOR DEVELOPING DEFINITIONS

Debate topic:  
This House believes that the state should support the development of 
«green» energy.

This exercise is done in two stages.

1.  Participants are split in 2 groups. Each group gets one of 
two key phrases: «support the development» and «green 
energy». In the first stage the groups should identify all the 
concepts that fit under this definition. For example,

«support the development» «green energy»

 . Provide tax incentives;
 . The state undertakes to buy 

produced energy above cost;
 . Switch certain industries to 

this type of energy;
 . Invest in research and 

development;
 . Obligate everybody to switch 

to a certain type of energy.

 . Energy of wind;
 . Hydro energy – up to 10 or 

20 MW;
 . Solar energy;
 . Tidal energy;
 . Geothermal energy;
 . Waste generated energy;
 . Experimental types of 

energy.

2. At the second stage the groups have to choose which 
definitions exactly are the best in order to apply them for 
round narrowing. This is best done by a group discussion, 
it is important for the coach to analyze the proposal in 
terms of “comfortable” game for the opposition, taking into 
account the accuracy and clarity of definitions, how each of 
the selected definitions suits to each other.
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Positive aspects

 . The state has a permanent 
military staff reserve in the 
event of conflict or war

 . A large number of soldiers 
allows their use in cases 
of emergencies such as 
floods (Western Ukraine) 
and forest fires (Crimea)

 . Creates additional 
incentives for obtaining 
higher education, 
establishing a family and 
child birth

 . Psychological, 
physiological and 
disciplinary training 
for a certain part of the 
population

Negative aspects

 . Creates a negative image 
of the army because of 
constraint situations and 
escape from coercive 
recruitment

 . Lack of permanent highly 
professional junior military 
officers

 . Militarization of a certain 
part of the population in 
peacetime

 . Causes negative 
phenomena («bullying» – 
violence against younger 
conscripts in the army, 
desertion) 

1.2. Strategies of convincing

Any action in the debate is 
turned into the conviction of a 
judge of the correctness of your 
position and our advice below 
will apply to the most effective 
ways to convincing.

Status quo

Status quo is a situation that now 
exists in the area that is the subject of 
debating.

Analysis of the status quo can be 
divided into 2 stages:

First stage: determination of the 
status quo that you analyze during 
the preparation for the debate. It is 
essential for the team to carefully 
analyze, which are positive and 
negative aspects in this situation. It 
is important to understand that it 
should not be a far-fetched argument 
but a sensible view at the existing 
matter. Let us analyze a mandatory 
conscription in terms of positive and 
negative aspects.

 

The main thing that distinguishes 
this analysis from the construction of 
arguments is an attempt to analyze 
the real situation as a matter of fact 
without any embellishments and 
conjectures.

Based on the real situation you will be 
able to form arguments properly. For 
instance, playing from the position 
of the Government for the abolition 
of mandatory conscription it will 
be easier for you to «remove» the 
negative aspects that currently exist 
in the army, and think what can be 
done to replace or keep the existing 
positive aspects.

The second stage of analysis is 
to present the status quo in the 
speech of the Prime Minister of the 
Government. Prime Minister has 1-1.5 
minutes for that. During this time he/
she has to outline the situation in the 
area that is offered for change and to 
draw attention to the problems that 
currently exist, because they are often 
the real reason for debating.

.

EXERCISE FOR THE PREPARATION 
OF THE STATUS QUO

Describe the status quo in the use of 
nuclear power plants in the world and 
in Ukraine, first in terms of the Govern-
ment, which wants to ban them, then 
in terms of the Opposition, which aims 
to preserve them. It is important to use 
only facts and figures you know. After 
it compare the situations described.
Why attention should be paid to:

 . Prevalence of nuclear power 
plants use;

 . Known cases of accidents;
 . Public attitude to these cases;
 . Economic feasibility;
 . Environmental safety;

 . Alternatives.

The result of this thorough analysis will 
be almost ready introductory speeches 
of the Prime Minister of the Govern-
ment and the Opposition Leader.
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Action Plan

Now fortunately the time in Ukrainian 
debates passed when the debaters 
could discuss a plan of action and 
effectiveness of the state executive 
system for eight speeches 7 minutes 
each. When you are preparing an 
action plan you should forget about 
such details as  

1. how much it will cost and how many 
orphanages could be built for 
this money; 

2. about the total corruption that 
pervades every sphere of our 
society; 

3. the ineffectiveness of the Parliament 
and the ongoing political 
confrontation; 

4. what laws will be changed and in 
what way. 

This approach threatens to bring 
the debate to the banal and boring 
discussion of how bad things are, and 
the nomination of almost groundless 
assertions that everything will be 
fine and that your law will work out 
and will not meet any obstacles. 
Such rather dull approach to political 
debate lasted until 2006. Since 
2006 representatives of the debate 
community of Ukraine decided not 
to play in such a way and formed 
recommendations that ultimately 
changed the Ukrainian debate:

1. In the classic British Parliamentary 
format such boring debating is not 
acceptable, and we should focus 
on the world traditions;

2. It is necessary to abandon the usual 
script of Ukrainian political debate: 
the Government –»We will do it...», 
the Opposition – «Where will you 
get money? It all will be plundered! 
The deputies will not vote!» It 
reduces the educational function 
of debate to zero. 

In 2006 the Ukrainian debaters 
returned the game to reality allowing 
arguments selection to become more 
flexible and the work of opposition 
to become more constructive and 
meaningful. 

So what should be an action plan.

Its presentation should be short  (no 
more than 1 minute). The Action 
Plan should explain what way your 
idea will be implemented and 
what it will change in the existing 
situation (status quo). You can also 
submit a suggestion or illustrate 
the experience of successful 
implementation of such plan by 
other countries to demonstrate its 
advantages, as well as expected 
results from implementation.

For example consider the topic  «This 
Parliament will make fingerprinting 
(fingerprint scanning) mandatory for 
all the population»

The Action Plan will be a clear 
delineation of Government’s 
proposals: 

«Every person who reaches the age 
of 16 during issuing a passport will 
have to have fingerprints scanned. 
Persons over 16 years will be able to 
scan fingerprints during the period 
of 1 year. This law does not apply to 
children under 16 years».

The Action Plan should provide 
answers to key questions:

WHEN?  

Time: how long it takes to come 
into effect, when the changes will 
be completed (it is important to 
remember that it is hard to debate 
about the future and your actions / 
arguments should be attached to the 
present

WHAT? 
The essence of action that will be 
done

HOW? 
How this action will be performed

WHERE? 
In what conditions the plan will work
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HOW TO EFFECTIVELY REFUTE THE 
ACTION PLAN

One of the successful strategies for 
the opposition to use is an attack 
against the action plan. During the 
attack the main task of the opposition 
is to prove that given action plan will 
not solve these problems.

There is no sense to prove that the 
problem solution plan is a very 
expensive. But sometimes the 
effective strategy is to prove the 
existence of more effective ways 
of solving this problem. However, 
in this case you have to prove the 
effectiveness of your strategy and to 
destroy the government plan, thus 
the opposition has a double function.

It is important to note that using only 
the plan destruction strategy is not 
an effective way to win in the round, 
because if the government can prove 
that their plan solves the problem at 
least partially (and it is quite easy to 
do) the opposition strategy will fail.

It is possible to disprove the plan 
finding failure in causal relations. For 
example, if we are going to cancel 
a mandatory conscription to fight 
«bullying» then obviously it will not 
solve the problem, because in the 
contract army will be experienced 
soldiers who have served 2-3 years 
and beginners as well. The latter may 
suffer from the same willfulness.

That is why the opposition should 
also analyze the status quo while 
preparing for the debate, because 
such problems are found during 
the analysis of the status quo. This 
analysis will help the opposition 
to understand the causes of 
phenomena, which give rise to 
these problems, and to solve them 
effectively.

Understand what is needed to be 
proved

In determining the essence of the 
dispute each team must form a simple 
imperative (statement that must be 
brought) arising from which they can 
build the argument base.

Classic error is misunderstanding of 
the assignment set to the team of the 
Government. In such cases a game 
often develops according to two 
scenarios:

1. The opposition wins with ease 
because of playing in «the right 
plane.»

2. Both teams do not understand the 
essence of the game and the 
judge makes a decision on the 
basis of the indirect aspects, as 
a result no one is enjoying the 
game play.

Even at the stage of familiarization 
with the resolution of the 
Government one should determine, 
which idea should be delivered to 

the judge. It is better to shape it in 
a simple imperative but only for 
«internal» use by the team. On the 
outside level this idea is translated 
to the judge as arguments, evidence 
and plan / counter plan. For example 
the following resolution is proposed 
for debate:

«This House will introduce only 
economic responsibility for bribes»

Incorrect idea: a bribe is bad, 
bribetakers should be in jail.

Correct idea: bribery motivation, 
efficiency of solving methods.

Imperative of the government in this 
case could be the following: Since 
a bribe is a value obtained in an 
unlawful manner, the greatest threat 
to a bribetaker will be subtraction of 
this value.

EXERCISE FOR IMPERATIVE DEVELOPMENT

Using the brainstorming method conduct the discussion within the group: 
what can be an imperative, what topics should be brought up regarding the 
theme  «This House will ban cigarettes advertising in the media».

If the group is not active the coach can ask questions. 

Is it necessary to prove
 . Harm to human health and to children (No)
 . Influence of media on society (No)
 . Influence of media on consumers’ willingness to buy new cigarettes (Yes)
 . Alternative methods of advertising (Yes)

According to selected thesis the members are assigned the task to 
formulate imperative.
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1.3. Reasoning / 
Argumentation

Argument / Reason 

is the claim by which a person 
justifies a definite position to make 
another person believe in its validity.

Each argument has a certain 
structure. The mandatory elements 
of the argument structure are: thesis, 
evidence, substantiation.

1. Thesis

Thesis is a point which should be substantiated and proved. It is the cause of 
the view point that the debater protects. For example a debater says “I think 
that...” and he/she asks him/herself “Why do I believe that?” The answer to this 
question will be the thesis that the debater will continue to prove and justify. 
Especially I want to note that the thesis does not convince the judge, no matter 
how true it is. For example if you compare two theses:

A man can fly unaided

No man can fly without the aid

They are absolutely the same for judges in spite of the absurdity of the first one. 
Each debater must remember that the thesis without evidence is just a waste of 
time and not only in debate but in real life as well.

EXERCISE FOR THESIS SETTLING

Choose two sectors in the room where the classes take place: «I agree» 
and «I disagree»; they should be on opposite sides. Then the coach should 
announce the thesis and the participants should decide if they agree 
with the thesis or not by choosing the appropriate sector. Then a group of 
participants in each of the sectors choose one speaker who justifies why he/
she has chosen this particular sector. Exemplary theses:

Female are worse politicians than male

«Green» energy will never replace fossil energy sources

Advertising on television is harmful

«Green» energy may be harmful

Hydroelectric power plants are better than nuclear power

After that a coach should pay attention to the fact that when theses were 
declared they had no weight for the debate round, and only after the 
substantiation by the participants they began to become arguments.

2. Evidence 

Evidences are examples, facts, 
references through which the validity 
of the thesis is proved.

Evidences may include statistics, 
examples in other countries and the 
consequences for those countries, 
authoritative statements of 
politicians, experts, news and stories 
from historical cases.

EXERCISE FOR EVIDENCE 
FORMATION

Using brainstorming with your 
colleagues for 15 minutes try 
to recall all the facts you know 
about a certain topic. It is 
important to find all possible 
facts even if they look not 
related to your position. Then 
you have to critically reflect on 
them and group them based on 
the subject of arguments, and 
decide which facts can be used 
to build arguments and which 
can be used for defense. Having 
grouped the facts you will be 
able to relatively easily form a 
complete proper argument.

3. Substantiation / Grounding

Substantiation is an explanation of a substantial connection between thesis 
and evidence.

This substantiation will help the judge make a conclusion about your 
argument. So you as an experienced team should help him do it. Properly 
constructed explanation of logical connection of your thesis and evidence may 
strengthen even the weakest argument.
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Example of how to structure the 
argument is given below:

Nuclear energy is a very 
dangerous method of obtaining 
energy (imperative), because 
very often there are accidents 
at nuclear power plants (thesis). 
As the TCRE bulletin of 14 June 
1990 states: «Accidents have 
occurred at each nuclear power 
plant in the United States. These 
accidents are seldom large, 
but the potential threat of a 
disaster is always present, even 
on seemingly minor cases» 
(evidence). Thus we can see that 
the potential threat of disaster 
exists, which makes the choice 
of nuclear energy as a fuel 
extremely dangerous.

EXERCISE FOR ARGUMENTS FORMATION

Due to this exercise the participants of the debate should compare and 
correlate the debate topic to the selected facts and through logical conclusions 
to determine, which examples are suitable to the subject and which are not 
(no matter whether representing the so-called government or the opposition). 
Then you need to substantiate why these facts prove the thesis. The coach’s 
task is to carefully monitor that the facts are not used which at first sight fit for 
evidence but have indirect value to the topic.

Topics

 . Mandatory switching to energy saving lamps
 . Prohibition of nuclear power plants
 . Switching to solar energy
 . Transition to wind power
 . Use of hydroelectric power plants

Evidence

1. Ultraviolet beam of energy saving (ES) lamps is harmful at a distance ranging 
from 30 centimeters to the lamp

2. ES lamps are not designed to work at low temperatures

3. Utilization of mercury requires large capital investments

4. People with mental disorders are sensitive to atypical light ranges that may 
cause aggravation of disease

5. The sun emits radiation

6. Earth and nature requires constant contact with the sun to support natural 
processes such as photosynthesis

7. Quantity of electric current from solar power plants is proportional to the area 
of solar panels

8. Wind provides oxygen flow to plants and animals

9. There is the largest number of wind power plants in Denmark and they 
produce 20% of all energy there.

10. After the accident at the hydroelectric power plant in Henan Province (China) 
170 thousand people were killed and 11 million suffered damage.

11. 20% of all energy worldwide is produced by hydropower plants.

12. When constructing hydroelectric plants large agricultural / arable land areas 
are flooded and fish spawning areas are drained

13. With the passage of electric current through wires at distances over 100 km 
the loss of energy amounts to about 7%

14. Ukraine loses 17% of energy on the way from supplier to user

15. Every year the demand for fresh water increases

16. Since the 1960s Syria, Jordan and Israel had a number of conflicts, including 
war, due to the construction of watershed structures resulting in 
shallowing (drying) of rivers.
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EXERCISE 1

Exercise will help participants 
to «warm up» and to practice in 
refuting certain phenomena and 
processes. 

Divide participants into several 
groups and ask them to name all 
the possible negative aspects of 
various phenomena in 5-7 minutes 
(depending on the level of training 
of the participants): internet, using 
foreign expertise, charity, non-visa 
regime between the countries, 
cheap natural gas, expanding law 
enforcement powers, globalization, 
community election of judges 
lobbying.

Counter arguments

Ask the group what is the purpose 
of counter argumentation. Listen to 
opinions of group members gradually 
leading them to the fact that every 
word said by the Opposition in the 
round is to induce the judge to vote 
against the resolution.

Here are some exercises how to 
build counter arguments

EXERCISE 2

Exercise helps to determine what should be appealed in Government 
arguments and teaches to structure counter arguments.

Give group members five minutes for thinking over and writing down the 
arguments against the extermination of stray animals. Then quickly read 
the following text to the group and ask them to identify the positions to 
which they should appeal:

The Government insists on the bill to clean cities from stray animals. 
Currently in the cities a huge number of stray animals accumulate 
causing serious danger to the residents. Homeless animals come 
together in packs, behave aggressively and often massively attack 
people. This process is uncontrollable in nature. The consequences 
of these attacks are diverse in degree of severity. It starts with the 
fact that the barking, roaring and aggressive behavior of homeless 
animals scares people a lot and a person can begin to stutter; for a 
small child for example it generally can be a psychological trauma 
for a lifetime. But it is not limited to that! Homeless animals may bite 
a person, cripple, infect with severe illnesses and even bite to death. 
So packs of stray animals pose a serious threat to our society, which 
the Government proposes to prevent by adopting the proposed bill. 
Extermination of homeless animals will allow us to clean our cities, 
to prevent hundreds of deaths from these terrible diseases such as 
rabies; we will finally be able to let our small children walk alone 
unaccompanied by the adults, calmly play outside without fear that 
they may be bitten to death by homeless creatures.

Together with the group identify aspects that must be counter argued. 
After identification of each item, giving voice to several participants 
consider counter argumentation::

 . Currently in the cities a huge number of stray animals 
accumulate.

Firstly, where is precise statistics, how many homeless animals are in 
the cities? According to the Opposition number of homeless animals 
is normal; it is actually stable and does not increase with time, because 
these animals are dying from hunger and cold. For decades people 
coexisted peacefully with approximately the equal numbers of homeless 
animals.

 . Homeless animals come together in packs.

Only dogs come in packs, cats are more prone to self-residence, and you 
propose to destroy both. Second, let’s think what motivates animals to 
join in a pack? Do they need protection from men?
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 . Homeless animals behave aggressively and often massively attack 
people. The consequences of these attacks are diverse in degree of 
severity. 

And how many attacks? How many complaints from the public? In fact cases of 
homeless animals’ attacks on people are rare and often aggressive treatment 
was provoked by men themselves. In addition domestic dogs more often 
participate in attacks, and intimidated homeless dogs generally try to stand 
aside of people. Worst consequences when children die are not from small 
street dogs but from specially bred and trained home dogs, especially those 
whom the owners abuse. Anyway, let’s compare how many people died from 
stray animals, and how many other people died from human attack, died in 
wars or died in car accidents. Compared with other threats the threat of stray 
animals is scanty and artificially bloated, and it even distracts from solving real 
problems of the society.

 . A person can begin to stutter; for a small child for example it generally 
can be a psychological trauma for a lifetime.

If a small child sees how stray animals are tracked for their subsequent murder, 
psychological trauma will be much stronger than after dog barking.

 . We have to prevent hundreds of deaths from these terrible diseases 
such as rabies.

Even if a person was bitten by rabid animal that person will not become sick if 
vaccination is timely.

 . We will finally be able to let our small children walk alone, calmly play 
outside without fear.

No, we will not be able, because in addition to a completely far-fetched 
dangers from stray animals, the child in the street can meet drug addicts, 
maniacs, pedophiles, drunk drivers, open manholes, broken glass, and many 
other much more terrible threats generated by people, not animals.

If participants have some experience in debating the coach can not pre-read 
text and offer to those who will act in the role of Government to prepare their 
own case, and after a few minutes of preparation someone can speak. After 
discussing «goals» for splitting and forming counter arguments look for a 
volunteer to summarize all the above counter argumentation in one speech 
and to present the view point of the Opposition in detail (including arguments 
from the Opposition developed during the preparation). Arrange with a group 
all arguments and counter arguments as follows: refuting specific arguments of 
the Government is counterargument, and what is developed by the Opposition 
to strengthen its own position and concerns the topic in general is own 
constructive argument of the Opposition. Advise participants of the training to 
attribute some minor points and facts to counter arguments, and attribute to 
own constructive arguments those things which they can successfully reveal. 
Emphasize that own constructive arguments of the Opposition should be 
properly presented the judge.

Explain to the participants how 
important it is to show the judge to 
which argument (specifically) you 
just presented the counter argument, 
using phrases like:

 . I would like to immediately 
comment on the first argument 
presented by the government / 
opposition;

 . As to the economic argument of 
our opponents we would like to 
mention that ...

 . We do not know where the data 
presented by previous speaker 
was gotten but according to 
official statistics ...

 . History of our country knows 
many examples that directly 
contradict the logic proposed 
by the Government as regards 
.... Here are just some of them ...

 . I cannot withhold a respond to 
....

Ask the group to continue this list with 
at least a dozen similar phrases.

Convey the following to the group: 
Debate is a conflict of values. To 
create a conflict of values is a direct 
and primary task of the Opposition. 
You must identify the values that will 
be protected by your position and 
prove why they are more important 
than those that are protected by your 
opponents. For example because 
your value is a priority in terms of the 
Constitution of Ukraine, international 
treaties, organizations and the 
international community, morality 
/ religion, human survival, ensuring 
interests and bringing a positive for 
majority.
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EXERCISE 3

Distribute the basic rights ensured in the Constitution of Ukraine among the 
participants (or pairs of participants) («The right to housing» (Article 47), «The 
right to an adequate standard of living for himself/herself and the family, 
including adequate food, clothing and housing» (Article 48), the «right to 
health protection, medical care and medical insurance» (Article 49), «the right 
to a safe and healthy environment and for reimbursement of the violation 
of this right» (Article 50), the right of each working person for «recreation» 
(Article 45), the right to private property and business (Articles 41 and 42), 
and giving them 5-10 minutes to prepare, ask to make a speech for 3-5 
minutes, proving that their right is most important and prioritized.

Tell the participants that the two main techniques of counter argumentation 
are:

1. Denial of the fact  (for example, the Government says that as a result 
of higher taxes the revenue will increase. The Opposition says that 
revenue will not increase, because most companies will not agree to 
pay such high taxes and will seek all opportunities to avoid them).

2. Denial of the positivity of the fact (Yes, government revenues will go up, 
but it will lead to excessive withdrawal of working capital from the real 
economy where they would really work for development, and move 
them in the public sector where corrupted officials at all levels will 
plunder most of these funds).

Emphasize that if they want to combine the first and the second choice for 
one fact, it should be done very carefully! Before the second part one should 
insert  a phrase like: «But even if we suppose that the government managed 
to achieve the increase of revenues in such a way, it will equally bring only 
negative consequences, because ...»

EXERCISE 4

Divide participants into pairs and 
ask one of the participants in each 
pair to try for several minutes 
to prove to his companion that, 
the increase in funding for law 
enforcement will not lead to their 
strengthening. Then ask the other 
party in each pair to tell why 
their strengthening can not be 
considered the positive fact.

Another good trick in counter 
argumentation is the denial 
of causality. (Prohibition of 
advertisement of cigarettes will 
not lead to a sharp decrease in 
smoking, because smoking is not 
stimulated by advertising, but by 
the fact that most of their friends 
(colleagues) smoke, smoking is 
fun, it relieves stress. Cigarettes 
advertising is addressed to existing 
smokers and is just an incentive 
to choose one or another brand if 
they are smokers).
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EXERCISE 5

Divide the participants in the even number of groups and, given the number of participants and 
their level of training, ask one party to prove and the contrary party to refute the existence of 
causal relationships between:

 . Permission to bear arms and crime increase
 . Living standards in the country and the number of suicides
 . Rising oil prices and agricultural land price
 . Economic situation and level of alcohol consumption
 . Human rights in society and the degree of religiosity of the society, etc.

Tell the participants about the different techniques of counter argumentation:

 . Bringing statistics, quotations, historical examples, that directly contradict the ones 
illustrated by the opponents.

 . Demonstration of negative consequences.
 . The view from the perspective of other social groups, whose interests are violated, or 

of other spheres where obstacles are met.
 . Bringing opponents’ arguments to absurdity
 . Too much (too expensive, too difficult, too long, too unrealistic, too dangerous). It is 

used when the solution of a problem requires a certain set of actions.
 . Denial of the real existence of the problem (unless you really can prove it). You can 

also show the disparity between the problem / threat and effort / finances necessary 
for its removal.

 . Offering alternatives (requires either advance preparation of such alternatives or very 
good often specialized knowledge on the topic in order to quickly provide optimal 
solutions instead the ones offer by the opponents).

 . An appeal to the violation of basic values (such values are peace, security, 
environmental health, human rights, democracy, equality, justice, rule of law, 
free competition in a market economy, etc.) This method is largely similar to the 
demonstration of negative consequences.

 . Appealing to the fact that society faces more serious problems, that require direct 
resources - not quite ethical, because the government is put in the designated theme, 
which encourages discussion on a given issue / value.
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EXERCISE 6

Ask one volunteer from a group to create a counter argument to the apparent position of the 
government on «It is necessary to introduce incentives for businesses that provide jobs for 
youth» through «view from the perspective of other social groups or spheres», and ask the group 
to guess which counter argumentation method was used by the volunteer. Then ask the party 
who first gave the correct answer to suggest that the judge gave preference to the Government. 
Then ask this party to oppose the judge’s choice using the method «bringing to absurdity» and 
then ask the group again to guess which method was used, etc.

The following are possible topics to build counter arguments:

 . filling the budget by raising taxes - offer alternatives;
 . development of advertising business in Ukraine - the denial of the real existence of 

the problem;
 . the right to permanent residence in the European Union for the refugees from world 

hot spots - the appeal to the violation of basic values;
 . replacement of the presidential-parliamentary form of government to parliamentary-

presidential form - demonstration of negative effects;
 . liberalization of the economy - bringing statistics, quotations, historical examples that 

directly contradict the ones illustrated by the opponents;
 . Development of 3-D technology – too much.

(Game can continue indefinitely, in order to add excitement you can divide participants into 
two groups - one group can choose the other party member, offer him/her a topic and counter 
argumentation method, and his/her team has to guess (like in a game of «crocodile» where 
facial expression and physical techniques of the group messenger represent the concept / 
phenomenon / object, and the opposite camp members guess, etc.).
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1.4. Analyses

This section applies analytic 
function of players.

An analysis is a complicated task, 
but when certain analytical skills 
are mastered, you will be able to 
comment the game easily as well 
as to strengthen the position of 
your team in general. One should 
understand that it is the best to 
present the analyses of the game as 
if an analyst did not participate in the 
game at all. Let this analyst consider 
him/herself a timekeeper/ second 
judge/ simply an outside observer 
who for some reason did not leave 
the room where the judge takes a 
decision or already made a decision 
on who won. But all of sudden the 
judge having doubts regarding his/
her choice asks the analyst an advice 
(this, of course, should not happen 
in practice). The real presence of the 
analyst in the game can be revealed 
only by phrases “our team”, “our 
position”, and “our opponents”.

Ask the group participants, how the 
game analyses can be structured. 
When they voice their opinion, tell 
them about three primary analyses 
schemes:

 . Demonstration of the clash 
points and capturing judge 
attention on the fact that we 
won this clash; 

 . Question identification that 
were raised throughout the 
game and provided answers to 
those questions;

 . Problem consideration from 
the all stakeholders’ points of 
view or review of all positive/ 
negative consequences of the 
resolution adoption/ rejection;

 . Short paraphrasing of what 
happened throughout the 
game – in fact this is the 
weakest approach to the 
analytical speech, but if you 
play for the first time and 
nothing else comes to mind, 
this is something to consider.
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EXERCISE 1

1. Propose the group to define possible clash points for fictitious rounds on the 
following topics:

 . power expansion of intelligence service unit to prevent terrorism
 . ban on abortions
 . introduction of maximum limit on trade margin
 . introduction of state budget financing of the political parties
 . extension of the moratorium on the sale of the agricultural land, etc

Every time the topic discussion ends, highlight with the group the values that contradict, conflict 
with each other.

Propose few volunteers to consider one of already discussed topics or any other if they wish 
and to present mini-analyses in the form of answers on all possible questions that were raised 
throughout the game.

2. Tell the group that any topic can be examined from the stand point of various 
stakeholder groups. Therefore the solutions to the problems raised throughout 
the debates may vary. Stakeholder groups include among others:

 . community
 . state/ government
 . local/ regional state administration / local self-governance 
 . representatives of big/ middle/ small size businesses
 . budget sector employees
 . private sector employees
 . children/ youth/ students/ adults/ elderly
 . low-income or vulnerable groups
 . employers/ employees
 . all types of minority groups
 . representatives of non-governmental organizations/ various political party supporters/ 

religious groups/ union representatives
 . mass media, etc.

Please remind the participants that conflict of interests of various social groups is essential part of 
the society. All what is needed of the debaters is to identify the groups correctly that are on their 
side and articulate why particularly their interests should be protected considering their number, 
social value, present vulnerability, irreversible negative consequences for them. A debater may 
underline in a lecturing form on how unacceptable it is to discriminate and ignore the interests of 
small social groups, on how the society should develop in a harmonized way, through consensus, 
considering as much as possible interests of all groups. At the end of such analyses the following 
conclusion should be voiced: “Therefore the approval of this decision (adoption of this resolution) 
will benefit the majority of stakeholders” (or vice versa, if you are an opposition). 

Exercises on structuring analyses of the game
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EXERCISE 2

Propose to the group, for instance, to 
review a perspective when Europe 
fully refuses the use of natural gas 
and oil in favor of renewable energy 
sources. 

The ability to show positive/ 
negative consequences of resolution 
adoption/ rejection is very important 
for successful analyses.  

EXERCISE 3

Divide participants into two groups and ask one to present utopian picture that 
shows beautiful picture in the country, the other – the opposite. 

For instance: 
The country is in good relationships with all its neighbors. It is a member of a 
number of internationals organizations and has high international reputation. 
Its economy is well developed and constantly growing that provides high 
level and quality of life for its citizens. Various sectors of economy are well 
developed, meaning the sectors apply innovative mechanisms, based on 
the latest achievements in science and technology. The production uses 
minimum resources, almost does not generate waste and as much as 
possible applies recycled materials. There are big influential corporations in 
the country; meanwhile all the conditions are created for the development 
of small and middle businesses that are the foundation for the country’s 
economy. Fair competition prevails among enterprises. The prices and the 
national currency are stable. People receive high and fair salaries, all taxes 
are fully paid. Education, health care, science and all other social spheres are 
maintained at a high level of development. Crime is practically eliminated. 
Democracy, honest elections, absolute respect for human rights and 
freedoms dominate in the country. Politicians work for common good, with 
the government and opposition side by side. Citizens participate in public life, 
civic society is highly developed. Society lives in peace and harmony as the 
interests of all social groups are taken into consideration at much as possible. 
All are kind and well-behaved to each other; all believe in God, though 
everyone in his/ her own. The laws are clear and absolutely fair; all keep 
within the letter of law. The environment is in the good condition: air, water 
and soil are not polluted; none of the species is under threat of extinction. 
Human being lives in full harmony with the mother-nature. There are no wars, 
famine and pan-epidemics. All nations actively cooperate with each other, 
have friendly relationships; people travel the world without any obstacles. 
Moreover – all country inhabitants merged into one vast and great nation!

The trainer should make more or less the following conclusion: «You should 
understand that every society is determined (or should be) to transform into an 
ideal, utopian state. In practice, all you need is to show the judge the adoption 
of the resolution will facilitate the step forward towards to such ideal society (if 
the topic foresees the set of certain actions). If you are an opposition – than do 
vice versa. You should not be overly modest in revealing the consequences. If you 
are capable clearly and logically prove that the support of this topic will lead to 
world peace/ the end of poverty, diseases, etc. – do it! But there is one rule: first 
disclose the most immediate consequences, and only then, if time permits, you 
can elaborate on them. Regarding the following consequences – the expected 
outcome, it is necessary to show the judge clearly how the adoption/ rejection of 
the resolution will lead to this outcome. By the way, the government may not only 
disclose positive outcome from the adoption of the resolution, but also negative 
consequences as a result of its rejection. 

At the end the desired conclusion, for instance, should be “Therefore the positive 
consequences of adoption of the resolution outweighs minor (ephemeral, 
imaginary, insignificant, dubious) negative consequences presented by our 
opponents” or vice versa “The negative (disastrous, apocalyptic, destructive) 
consequences prevail”.
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EXERCISE 4

Ask the group to propose the opposite consequences to 
those voiced by you (randomly taking them from right or 
left column of the table provided below).

Positive Outcomes Negative Outcomes

Will cause to the society (world community) integration/ 
consolidation

Will cause a split in the society (world community) 

Will remove the social tension Will increase the social tension

Will increase the welfare of the majority of the population Will worsen the welfare of the majority of the population 

Will foster the deshadowing of the economy Will cause shadow economy

Will increase the budget revenues Will decrease the budget revenues 

Will improve international reputation of the country Will hurt international image of the country

Will increase economy competiveness Will decrease economy competiveness 

Will decrease the crime rate Will increase the crime rate 

Will cause the implementation of the best available world 
practices 

Will distance from international standards in this area 
(regarding this issue) 

Will facilitate better protection of human rights Will violate human rights 

Will foster the civic society (democracy) development Will strengthen totalitarianism 

Will contribute to the international (religious, confessional) 
understanding 

Will compromise to the international (religious, confessional) 
understanding 

Will enhance environmental conditions Will deteriorate environment 

Will improve the efficiency of the legal regulation Will worsen the efficiency of the legal regulation 

Will improve the condition of certain population group, 
economy sector 

Will harm the condition of certain population group, economy 
sector 

Will lead to the united work of political parties Will cause the political conflict escalation 

Will end political (economic, environmental, international) 
crisis 

Will lead/ strengthen political (economic, environmental, 
international) crisis 

Will provide the humanity with a chance to survive Will deprive the humanity of the last chance to survive 

Will stabilize the situation Will destabilize the situation 

Will harmonize (systemize, eliminate discrepancies in) the 
legislation 

Will generate discrepancies, non-systematic nature of the 
legislation 

Will end discrimination Is of discriminating nature 

Will save and cause efficient use of certain resources Will cause non-rational use of rare and valuable resources that 
could be used to address more important social problems 

Protects national interests Contradicts and violates national interests 

Will promote:
 . attraction of foreign investments 
 . development of small and middle business 
 . technological upgrade of the production process and 

introduction of innovations
 . enhancement in product quality
 . development of new spheres
 . tourism development
 . more even regional development
 . decrease of air pollutants
 . the efficiency in the  management of the economy
 . increase the pace of economic development

Will cause:
 . outflow of foreign investments
 . small and medium business crisis
 . financial instability
 . GDP decrease
 . inflation 
 . country transformation into raw-material appendage
 . full dependence on foreign capital 
 . loss of control on the strategic spheres of economy
 . tax evasion
 . increase of air pollution

Will increase the level and quality of life Will decrease the level and quality of life 

Will eliminate the possibilities for corruption/ tax evasion/ 
stretch of authority 

Will create new possibilities for corruption/ tax evasion/ stretch 
of authority 
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EXERCISE 5

The participants should be split 
into two teams and then the topic 
of the debates is announced. 
Students through brainstorming list 
the arguments, and then one after 
another all players of each team 
present one argument and the last 
player presents an analysis. 

The topics for debates: 

 . This House will introduce 
financial support of the 
church.

 .  This House will close the 
borders for working migrants.

 . This House considers that 
imprisonment should not be 
used for minor offences.

 . This House approves nuclear 
waste disposal from Europe on 
the territory of the Chornobyl 
Exclusion Zone.

 . This House believes that 
mankind does not learn from 
its mistakes.
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1. At the beginning of your speech first announce the rules and time.
It is easier for the audience to focus on arguments and a speech when they know exactly what they have 
heard. It is better to list briefly the arguments or ideas that you are going to disclose in the speech.

2. Do the compliment to the audience at the beginning of your speech and at the end of it, say 
“thank you” to your listeners. 

The main focuses are made on the rational perception of information during the debate process, but if your 
speech is welcomed by the audience, it will be an extra score for you. Politeness is especially welcomed in the 
debate. 

3. Your speech should be planned. You must know how to start your speech and how to finish it. 
Try not to make chaos during your speech. Your speech should be logical. You should explain the exact 
consequences and conclusion that will come from your arguments. 

4. It is better not to read your speech from the sheet of paper. Try to do it without any help.
When you are reading your speech, it looks like you are not sure in what you are saying. That is why, you are 
looking unconfident. It is better to writer some theses or make a short scheme but not to read it word by word. 

5. Try to talk not too fast and not to slow with the moderate gesticulation. 
It is important to make your speech understandable for the audience and judges that is why try to talk not 
too fast, especially when you are using a foreign language. Try to speak slower, when you want to stress some 
important things and faster – when you are saying something not so important.

6. It is better not to use complicated or unknown words in your speech.
When making a speech, use the rule: the simpler, the better. If you cannot omit some complicated words or 
terms, then try to explain them.

7. Try to look authoritative, but not too arrogant.
You should look like an ordinary listener and act the same.

8. Try to speak less about yourself.
If in any public speech you have to share your personal experience, speak about it from the third person.

9. Say only true information.
Do not lie in a public speech, you may say not the whole true, but a part of it, so the listeners can guess what 
you wanted to say. The audience may feel that you are lying.

20 TIPS 
HOW TO MAKE 
A SPEECH 
BETTER
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10. Try to involve audience in your speech.
Even if the format of the event doesn’t provide a discussion with the audience, then talk to your colleagues, 
opponents or judges. The audience should feel their importance.  

11. Be natural and do not copy anyone. 
Eventually, you will have your own style of speech. Copying someone else’s style may seem unnatural and 
even comic.

12. Do not talk simultaneously with someone else. 
Do not interrupt your opponent. If someone else is interrupting you, then wait for a while. This will emphasize 
the incorrectness of your opponents. Moreover, such an attitude will stress the importance of your speech.

13. Each 10 – 12 minutes the audience is missing the attention that is why you have to change the 
subject of your speech. 

You can make a joke or tell some story from your life or even change the place of your performance. 

14. Divide your speech into logical blocks.  
If you are talking about different things or the logic is too complicated in your speech, then make some logical 
conclusion from time to time.

15. If you do not know what to say, then relax, take a deep breath and «ask the audience what to talk 
about.»

This rule relates to public speeches, but even during the discussion, when you are confused, make a pause and 
start to explain your logical arguments again. 

16. If you need to show some numerical superiority, explain it in images.
People perceive images better, so make listeners think metaphorically.

17. Do not show your slide presentation or handout materials when you are talking about something 
important.

Do not dissipate attention, when you are saying something important. Explain the basic provisions, the main 
message, then you can show handouts and comment on them.

18. During the speech, you have to orient to those people who are making decisions. 
If your speech is judged, it is rather important to earn support from the audience, but it is more important to 
earn support of the judge. In addition, pay attention whether the judge records you or not. If the judge doesn’t 
write anything down during your speech, it means that he / she didn’t hear anything important from you. Also 
most likely you will not be remembered. 

19. To learn how to speak beautifully and clearly, you need to practice as often as possible. 
Pay attention to gestures and words that you frequently use and analyze the people’s reaction to your words. 
It is useful to keep videos of your speeches, or ask friends to make a video.

20. It is better to finish earlier than delay.
If you have already said everything with the conclusions and examples, then finish your speech and do not 
repeat anything. However, you may find other suitable examples or stress the main logical connections. 
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THE STYLES OF 
CONDUCTING 
NEGOTIATIONS    
OR WHO ARE YOU IN THE 
DEBATE: AMERICAN, 
FRENCH OR CHINESE?

A m e r i c a n  s t y l e  o f  c o n d u c t i n g 
n e g o t i a t i o n s
Americans are characterized by a good mood, vigor, friendliness and openness in negotiations. They 
prefer an informal atmosphere of negotiations, appreciate jokes and respond well to them. At the 
same time, Americans are egocentric. Usually they are convinced that their partners should act the 
same and follow the same rules. That is why, some time you may face some misunderstandings in 
negotiations with Americans. An American businessman is usually not pedantic and niggling. He 
/ she prepares very meticulously, taking into account all the aspects on which the success of the 
business depends. A business American always saves time and appreciates punctuality. Americans are 
persistently striving to realize their objectives in negotiations, like to trade, and often use the “package 
tactic” of solving issues. It is equally important for them to cover the negotiations in press.
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F r e n c h  s t y l e  o f 
c o n d u c t i n g  n e g o t i a t i o n s
The French are usually more gallant than polite. The French carefully prepare for 
future negotiations.  They care thoroughly about all the aspects and consequences 
of the proposals. They masterfully defend their position, but are not subject 
to bargaining. They do not like to face unexpected changes in positions. The 
members of the French delegation pay more attention to previous agreements and 
prefer to discuss certain issues before the negotiation process. In comparison with 
Americans, the French are less free and independent in making final decisions. In 
discussing specific issues, the French pay more attention to logic evidence that is 
obtained from general principles. They act toughly while conducting negotiating 
and usually do not have a spare position. Often they choose a confrontational 
negotiation type of interaction.

C h i n e s e  s t y l e  o f 
c o n d u c t i n g  n e g o t i a t i o n s
This style clearly delineates separate phases: an initial position clarification, a 
discussion and a final stage. At the initial stage of negotiations, the Chinese focus 
their attention on the appearance of the partners, the manner of their behavior. 
These features act as an indicator to determine the status of each member of the 
negotiations. You should not expect that a Chinese partner will make the first step 
or express their point of view. When negotiating on the Chinese territory (they 
prefer to conduct negotiations in their country) the Chinese may refer to the fact 
that, according to their traditions, the guest should express their position first. The 
Chinese side usually does concessions at the end of negotiations, after evaluating 
their partner’s opportunities. At a time when it seems that the negotiations 
reached an impasse, the Chinese suddenly can make new proposals that will allow 
continuing business communication. Typically, the Chinese make the final decision 
in an unofficial atmosphere, usually at home. Approval of the agreements reached 
during negotiations is almost mandatory. Usually the Chinese delegation consists 
of many experts that increases the number of negotiators.

Thus who you would like to be in negotiations depends only on you!
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DEBATER’S 7 
“UUNFORGIVABLE 
SINS”     
OR WHAT NOT TO DO  
IN THE DEBATE

1 .   D o  n o t  l i e
One of the very important principles of the debates is a «fair play». If you do not have information, any 
statistics or examples to prove your position, so do not tell lies. Your examples should be representative 
and valid. And if your information is true, maybe the judge will know about it, due to their debate 
experience. It is more important to consider all lessons from the position you have expressed then to 
dream up the new one.

2 .  D o  n o t  b e  b o o r i s h
Imagine that you are now in the British Houses of Parliament in the presence of the Queen. So, act 
like a real gentleman or a true lady. Do not criticize the traits of character of your opponent or their 
personality, but you can be ironic sometimes. Your humor must be delicate and accurate.

3 .  D o  n o t  a v o i d  t h e  c o n f l i c t  o f     
i d e a s

If your opponents introduced very strong arguments, do not be afraid of them. Do not avoid the 
conflict of ideas, try to make an interesting discussion. This will give you extra points and make the 
debate more interesting.
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4. Do not come into conflict with your opponent   
about every word he / she said

The most likely your opponents will talk about things that are obvious and true. Your goal is not to deny 
every word, but to deny the whole idea. For example, when you are debating about “banning smoking 
in public places”, it is rather naive trying to prove that tobacco smoke is not harmful. This is not worth 
wasting time on. 

Also, in most debate formats you shouldn`t deny all the arguments of your opponents. The main key to 
win the debates is to repel the most important points or arguments that your opponents mentioned.

5. Do not neglect explaining the consequences   
of your Case

You may be sure that your arguments are logic and obvious and they may not be such for your 
opponents and judge. For example, if you are saying that freedom of speech is a manifestation of 
democracy, you have to explain why democratic principles are important.

6. Be attentive during debates
Even if you performed from the position of the Prime Minister and your speech was the first, still 
remember that you can influence the debate process. You may put questions to your opponents (the 
point of information), this can bring you extra points and can change the course of the game. Be active 
from the beginning up to the end of the game!

7. Do not argue with a judge
Despite the fact that, the judge doesn`t take part in the debate, he / she may have their own point of 
view about some topic. Thus  do not argue with the judge. The main reason why the judge explains 
your mistakes after the game is to improve your debate skills. If the judge didn`t hear anything or 
misunderstood something, it is not their fault. It is your fault! Thus remember this rule. It is better to put 
down your mistakes and never repeat them. 
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HOW TO PERSUADE   
OF YOUR POINT 
OF VIEW

Often, and this can be clearly seen in the example of 
political debates, the winner becomes someone who 
just knows how to debate intelligently. If your point 

of view is valued for you, than learn how to defend it.

1. One of the easiest ways to win the debate is to listen carefully to your opponent. Try to 
understand the point of view of the person with whom you come into debates.

2. Try not to get distracted from the main topic of the discussion and be compromised about 
unimportant things of your discussion. Do not let someone involve you in the dispute over 
trifles.

3. Ask as many questions as possible. You already know your point of view and all the arguments 
for and against. That is why, try to understand your opponent’s position, the background 
of it and try to find its weaknesses. This may force your opponent to doubt their own 
positions.

4. Prepare before debates. Try to find as many information as possible about the topic of the 
debate, some statistics and arguments. Try to imagine what you can say and what your 
opponents may argue. 

5. Be tolerant during the debate, discuss your opponent’s arguments but not themselves. 

6. Take care of your voice and gestures. A person who starts screaming and waving their 
hands, does not look either confident or authoritative. You should talk clearly, firmly, 
but not monotonically, changing the pace and tone of voice, using expressive gestures, 
emphasizing the most important arguments.

7. You have to remember that it is important for you to convince the audience and to persuade 
the opponent of your point of view. If your goal is to convince a group of people, then 
appeal to the emotions and values of the audience.
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1. Analyze the topic

When the judge has already announced the topic for the debate round, it is better to stay in your 
seat and to think for a while. We are offering to use the “pyramid principle” and answer the 3 main 
questions: 

 . The main question - «What do you have to prove?» 
 . Terms of proof - «What do you have to prove to get the necessary answer?» 
 . How the proposed action in the resolution will prove necessary conditions?

2. Discuss the topic with your team

To build the most effective discussion (do not waste time on unnecessary talks and catch as much as 
possible), we recommend the following approach:  

 . First, one member of the team explains their vision of the main question, mechanism, the terms of proof 
and points for. The other member of the team puts everything down without arguing.

 . If the second member agrees with the general vision of the question, he / she can propose their own points 
“for” that haven`t been mentioned.

 . If the two members of the team have different vision on the mechanism of proving the main question, 
then they have to discuss everything again for 2 – 3 minutes. It`s great if the team has an agreement on 
the procedure for what to do in case of differences in opinions. Better quickly come to some opinion, than 
spend all the time on discussing only one aspect.

 . Divide all the arguments “for” into logical blocks (for example, according to the terms of proof ) and put 
them in the list, starting from the important up to the less important ones.

HOW TO PREPARE   

FOR THE DEBATE 
IN 15 MINUTES

The topic of the debate is usually announced 15 minutes 
before the start of the round. Thus the “Government” team 
has 10-15 minutes before the game to prepare positions, 

strong arguments, based on logic, explanations and values  to 
create a good speech for convincing the judge. 

To prepare your debate case in 15 minutes you have to follow 4 main rules:
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The outcome of this phase is a list of clearly defined and agreed aspect of your case:  
 . Main question 
 . Key terms of proof
 . Mechanism of proving 
 . Main points “for”\arguments

3. Divide the ready material and roles between players

The ways of dividing roles in the team may be different. Usually the players of the team have «fixed» 
roles, when one speaker always goes first, and the other - the second. Sometimes it makes sense to 
apply a flexible approach: who is better versed in the subject is the first in the government or plays O2 
or the second in O1.

No matter how you will divide the roles in the team, it is necessary to divide the material. 
 . The first government. Prime Minister should spend 2 minutes on  introduction, a brief description of the 

status quo, submission of resolution and its mechanism and key terms of proof. As a result, 4 minutes are 
left. 30 seconds are given for 1-2 questions, the first speaker has about 3.5 minutes. This is enough for 
presenting 2-3 arguments. Eventually, the second team member gets the rest arguments.

 . •	The	first	opposition.	The	leader	of	the	first	opposition	is	likely	to	spend	3-4	minutes	on	rebuttal	of	the	
arguments of the first government. So, he /she will have 2-3 minutes for their constructive arguments. The 
rest constructive arguments will be announced by  the second player.

 . •	The	second	government	and	second	opposition:	all	constructive	arguments	(depending	on	what	is	left	
after the first table) goes to the first player. Thus the second player must actually start working on the 
structure of analysis. Such an analyzed speech should be built on those aspects which have to be proved.

You have to spend approximately 1 minute on dividing roles and materials.

4. Detail the material and your own position

At this stage it is also important to think about how your arguments can be responded to and you should try 
to adapt to their arguments (for example you can include the «anticipatory proof» in your speech: «We know 
what our opponents can deny. We can reply to it... «).

You have to write down all the logical arguments step by step. It is better to write down the thesis or make a 
scheme of your speech.

It is better to organize your records in such a manner: 
 . Resolution, mechanism, definition, points for\ arguments: extremely clear, large capital letters, underline or 

highlight with the marker.
 . The steps of a logical chain: smaller font, only keywords (1-2 words per one argument), write all the steps 

one under another, make it in the form if a list.
 . Leave some space between each argument. It will work if you have some ideas during the game.
 . Put some deadline for each argument. In addition, say everything what is necessary. 
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THREE MOST 
OUTSTANDING 
SPEECHES OF 
THE 20TH CENTURY

«I Have a Dream» is a public speech delivered by American civil rights activist Martin 
Luther King, Jr. on August 28, 1963, in which he calls for an end to racism in the United 
States. Delivered to over 250,000 civil rights supporters from the steps of the Lincoln 
Memorial during the March on Washington, the speech was a defining moment of the 
American Civil Rights Movement. The speech was ranked the top American speech of the 
20th century in a 1999 poll of scholars of public address.

«I have a dream that one day this nation will rise up and live out the 
true meaning of its creed: «We hold these truths to be self-evident; 
that all men are created equal.»… This will be the day when all of 

God’s children will be able to sing with new meaning, «My country ‘tis 
of thee, sweet land of liberty, of thee I sing. Land where my fathers died, 
land of the Pilgrims’ pride, from every mountainside, let freedom  
ring . . . »

MARTIN LUTHER KING’S SPEECH 
"I HAVE A DREAM"
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Margaret Hilda Thatcher was the Prime Minister of the United Kingdom. She was the 
longest-serving British Prime Minister of the 20th century and is currently the only woman 
to have held the office. 

A Soviet journalist called her the «Iron Lady».

Thatcher became Prime Minister on May 04, 1979. Arriving at 10 Downing Street, she said, 
in a paraphrase of the prayer Make Me an Instrument of Your Peace: 

«Where there is discord, may we bring harmony. Where there is error, 
may we bring truth. Where there is doubt, may we bring faith. And 
where there is despair, may we bring hope …»

MARGARET HILDA 
THATCHER
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CEO of Apple Computer and of Pixar Animation Studios, in Stanford University on June 12, 2005.

«Reed College at that time offered perhaps the best calligraphy 
instruction in the country. Throughout the campus every poster, 
every label on every drawer, was beautifully hand calligraphed. 

Because I had dropped out and didn’t have to take the normal classes, 
I decided to take a calligraphy class to learn how to do this. I learned 
about serif and san serif typefaces, about varying the amount of 
space between different letter combinations, about what makes great 
typography great. It was beautiful, historical, artistically subtle in a way 
that science can’t capture, and I found it fascinating. None of this had 
even a hope of any practical application in my life. But ten years later, 
when we were designing the first Macintosh computer, it all came back 
to me. And we designed it all into the Mac. It was the first computer 
with beautiful typography. If I had never dropped in on that single 
course in college, the Mac would have never had multiple typefaces or 
proportionally spaced fonts. And since Windows just copied the Mac, 
it’s likely that no personal computer would have them. If I had never 
dropped out, I would have never dropped in on this calligraphy class, 
and personal computers might not have the wonderful typography 
that they do. Of course it was impossible to connect the dots looking 
forward when I was in college. But it was very, very clear looking 
backwards ten years later.

Again, you can’t connect the dots looking forward; you can only 
connect them looking backwards. So you have to trust that the dots will 
somehow connect in your future. You have to trust in something — your 
gut, destiny, life, karma, whatever. This approach has never let me down, 
and it has made all the difference in my life . . . »

STEVE JOBS 
" THE STORY IS ABOUT CONNECTING THE DOTS"
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CHECK LIST   
FOR DEBATE TOURNAMENT

ORGANIZING TIME 
 . Premises 
 . Members 
 . Judges 
 . Office tools
 . Awards and prizes

ROOM
 . 3 rooms for games 
 . Room for announcement of themes and results 
 . Room for judges

PARTICIPANTS 
 . 24 participants 
 . 12 teams
 .  3 Rooms 

OFFICE TOOLS
 . Notebooks for participants 
 . White sheets for judges 
 . Sheets to assess participants 
 . Feedback sheets for evaluation of judges
 .  Handles for participants and judges 

RULES OF ROUND DEBATE IN BRITISH 
PARLIAMENTARY FORMAT

 . 8 players 
 . 4 teams - two for the government, two for the 

opposition
 . The position of the team is received as a result 

of the lot, regardless of personal attitudes to the 
subject

 . Topic is announced 15 minutes before the game 
start

 . Each team is prepared separately, without the help 
of judges or the Internet 

 . The maximum duration of a speech - 5 minutes: 
the first and last minutes are «protected»

 . «Point of Information» is set between «protected 
minutes,» during the 2nd,the 3rd and the 4th 
minutes.

RESOLUTION
Resolution is the topic of the game. 
Players should get the list of resolutions 1-2 
weeks before the tournament, most of which they 
will play (4 qualifying rounds - 3 already known 
and 1 - the new one, final one usually gives an 
unknown subject, elected by the chief judge of 
the tournament).

STRUCTURE OF TOURNAMENT 
 . 4 qualifying rounds
 .  Final
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T a b l e  d i v i s i o n  t e a m s
1 G 1 О 2 G 2 О

Room 1 Team 1 Team 2 Team 3 Team  4

Room 2 Team 5 Team 6 Team 7 Team 8

Room 3 Team 9 Team 10 Team 11 Team 12

NOTA BENE!

 . After each round there is a further division. Teams that have won the first and second places in their room 
will fight each other, similar to the teams who took the third and fourth places. In case of an equal number of 
points for choosing the best one Speaker points are awarded.

REFEREEING
 . Function of judge:

1. Exhibits overall team’s place  . 
2. Exhibits Speaker  points to each participant.
3. Carrying out their functions the judge should pay 

attention to:  
 . performing their player’s functions (most 

important); 
 . credibility;
 .  speaking skills.

 AWARDS 
 . Cup and certificates to the winners 
 . Diplomas to participants
 . Incentive prizes (T-shirts with logos, cups, etc.) 

ANNOUNCEMENT CONCERNING WORLD 
TOURNAMENTS 

 . World debate championship (WUDS), which is held 
annually in different cities.  Ussually it is conducted 
during  New Year and Christmas holidays. 

 . European Universities Debating Championship 
(EUDS) - Time - August, the venue differs every 
year.

 . Debate Championship in Manchester -  
http://mdu.manchester.ac.uk 

A d d i t i o n a l  i n f o r m a t i o n

NOTA BENE!
 . These events supposed to be opened to the public to promote discussion and debate movement (for this we 

should  invite the press, journalists, teachers, schoolchildren  and promoteers among young people, etc.). 

SUCCESS AND A GOOD GAME!!
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PERSONAL BRAND 

І .  P e r s o n a l  B r a n d : 
Without any doubt, one of the goals of a debater is self-
improvement that happens throughout the game. There is no end 
point in advancing debate skills or critical thinking. Moreover, the 
limit cannot be the victory in the tournament – this is only a tactical 
goal. The strategic long-term plan is ongoing development of one’s 
personal skills through debating. No matter how good the debater 
is, he/ she should not stop in his/ her intellectual and creative 
growth. 

One of the defining features of a successful debater is the number 
of people whom he/ she shared the knowledge with, whom he/ 
she got involved into the debates or the number of tournaments 
he/ she organized. Those are the ways the debater can show his/ 
her loyalty to the debate movement and support the debating 
community.

It is worth mentioning that the enthusiasm about debates very 
soon turns into a lifestyle. Though this only happens if a player does 
not get disappointed in his/ her personal abilities, is not lazy to 
investigate and is not afraid of losing, again and again overcoming 
his/ her own fears and complexes during the training tournaments. 
To present him/ herself in a correct way is also a part of the success. 
It is important to develop one’s own personal debating brand. Each 
debater has two strategies to build a debating career: 1) to form 
and develop a team with one and the same player (partner); 2) to 
go to tournaments with a new partner.

If your strategy is the first one, then it is worth  coming up with 
the permanent name, certain style and team mascot. The style of 
the team helps the judges, organizers and other participants to 
remember you and distinguish among other players as there are 
many names, but only one brand. 

Popular name will foster the selection process for you to the 
tournaments. Maybe the name of your team will embrace healthy 
threat for young and inexperienced teams.
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І І .  I n t e r a c t i o n : 
Interaction is what makes debates different from lectures and 
scientific discussions. You cannot call it a debate when 8 speakers 
write themselves speeches for the given 15 minutes to prepare for 
the round and then simply step out to read them one after another.

Only about 70% of the first speech and about 50% of the second 
speech can be prepared in advance. It is only the Prime Minister 
who can allow him/ herself prepared in advance speech that can 
be corrected in the process of its delivery by the questions from 
the Opposition. It is only the Leader of the Opposition that has 
an option to deliver prepared ahead constructive argumentation, 
but only after when he/ she reacts to the arguments of the 
Government.

The following speeches should be adjusted along the entire game. 
The debater should pay attention to something new – this may 
be the way a problem is reviewed, irrebuttable arguments, fresh 
examples, or the absence of logical links in the opponent’s case. 
That is why, a debate is an improvising game, where the success of 
the team depends on the players’ reaction.

The most boring for a judge are the games in which the debaters 
“do not hear” each other. In order to avoid it, a debater should 
carefully take notes of the main ideas of the speakers and based on 
the notes deliver his/her speech.

EXERCISE TO BUILD UP SKILLS OF ACTIVE LISTENING 

In order to proceed with this exercise it is necessary to choose 
four players who should listen to a speech (you can use any, but 
it should consist of as many facts as possible). Two players should 
memorize by hearing, and the other two should take notes on 
what they hear. As the speech ends the participants are asked to 
prepare four speeches three-minute long each:

 . The player who did not take notes delivers his/ her case 
first;

 . Next goes the player who took notes;
 . Rebuttal speech on behalf of the Opposition delivered by 

the player who did not take notes previously;
 . Rebuttal speech on behalf of the Opposition delivered by 

the player who took notes.

As all speeches are delivered, the training participants should 
analyze who had more detailed, structured and clear information 
presented in their addresses, who forgot what, what important 
points were not uttered. All training participants should discuss 
strong and weak sides of the delivered speeches. In practice, the 
best speeches are presented by those who track information 
carefully, in other words who has well-kept flow.
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An example of a speech:

SUN, WIND AND WATER

Wide-spread myth – sun, wind and other natural sources provide clean energy. But it is not so. Any current production, 
in other words, converting one type of energy into another inevitably is accompanied by losses. But it is mass production 
that causes environmental problems. Let us consider electrical transport – it is supposedly clean with no emissions. 
Somehow it is being forgotten or intentionally concealed that in order to start using it, a lot more current should be 
generated on a heat power plant (HPP) or a nuclear power plant (NPP). We simply shift the environmental consequences 
from a concrete automobile to a power plant.

Another example is solar energy. If you need to generate energy for one house particularly in the remote location, solar 
elements are very efficient. But when we consider a real substitute of HPP, the future is not as bright. Highly potential 
energy is required for the conversion; therefore it should be concentrated by the special equipment. In addition, the 
amount of the generated energy is proportional to the area of the solar elements. That is where the problems arise.

Solar concentrators occupy large areas and as a result shade those areas, causing significant changes in soil, vegetation 
and animal life. Undesired environmental side effect in the area of solar power station location is due to the heating of 
air by the solar radiation that is concentrated by the mirror reflectors. Part of the energy is lost as it is being converted into 
heating; as a result, we get the same thermal pollution of the environment as it is caused by the big heat power stations. 
The liquids with low bowling temperatures are used to cool down the concentrators. They contain highly toxic chromates 
and nitrites. Increasing the performance coefficient of solar cells along with overcoming challenges of quantum 
mechanics nature will allow to mitigate above mentioned problems, but will not eliminate them completely. 

Similar is the situation with the wind energy. Windmills are used for centuries in the Netherlands. But only wind power 
stations of small capacity are being built here. The attempts to increase the generation of such energy lead to negative 
environmental impact where no one expected them. Massive death of fish happened due to the wind weakening along 
the costal line of the Netherlands, Belgium, Great Britain and France. Reduction of wind pressure caused the decrease of 
oxygen volume in the upper sea layer – the sea fauna began to gasp. 

The share of the alternative energy at present increases, but it will not transform into a sufficient substitute for the 
traditional sources of energy in the nearest future. 

NOTE: 

At first glance similar topics are difficult to debate for the Opposition, 
since they contradict with the dominating in the society opinion. But 
even preparation itself proves that public opinion does not always 
reflect the real state of things.
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І І I .  T e a m  G a m e : 
The fact that debating is a team effort spices up the game (except 
for certain debates such as Lincoln Douglas). Therefore, the overall 
result depends on the quality of the interaction with each other.  
It also depends on the level of the joint position of both players 
and on the flexibility in argument delegating and ability to update 
their common position. After all, if two players cannot agree on the 
common vision of the topic, how can they convince the judge?

The sign of good courtesy is delegating certain arguments to the 
second player of his/ her own team after their short announcement 
in the first speech. This is a possibility to structure the position of 
the team in a harmonized and holistic way.

In order to avoid serious conflicts inside the team it is better to form 
it with a person whom you easily deal with in everyday life as well. 
It is better to divide the preparation process between two of you 
evenly, so each player is responsible for the separate block of the 
topic and can share his/her knowledge with the partner. Before the 
tournament you should define the goals of your team in order to 
avoid the situation when one of the players got carried away by the 
party, so he/ she could not wake up for the play-off rounds. 

When the players face the problems during the games, it is 
important to find the answers jointly. Only then it becomes obvious 
whether both players understand a reason the same way.

EXERCISE TO PULL THE TEAM TOGETHER 

Every player is asked to fill in the following table: 

Why do I debate?

What prevents us from winning?

Disadvantages of our team 

Advantages of our team

My weak sides as a debater 

Your weak sides as a debater 

What can I do to play better?

What can you do to play better?

When filled in, the text of the filled-in table should be thoughtfully read, 
without unnecessary emotions and prejudices, and together the team 
should define what should be corrected to achieve a common goal. 
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DEBATER’S 
DICTIONARY  

Analysis is a speech of the Second Player of the Second Government / the Second 
Opposition that sums up the game of the Government and the Opposition; 
shows why this or that side was more convincing. 

Argument is a judgement that aims to logically prove the truth of the statement. An 
argument consists of Thesis, Proofs and Conclusion. An argument must be 
rebuttable.

Argumentation, Line 
of Argumentation 

is a set of Arguments of a team/Line. 

Case is a set of Arguments adduced by the players of one team in support of their 
position.

Chief Judge is a judge of the debate round who makes a final decision concerning places 
and players’ speaker points.

Clash,  Point of Clash is a significant clash between the Government and the Opposition 
concerning key Arguments of the Line.

Conclusion is a final opinion; a logical outcome based on observation, reasoning or 
consideration of certain facts. It is a component of an Argument. 

Definition is the determination of terms provided in the Resolution. 
Deputy Leader of the 
Opposition (DLO) 

is the Second Player of the First Opposition. He / she starts playing after the 
speech of the Deputy Prime Minister of the Government. He / she closes the 
Line of the First Tables.

Deputy Prime Minister 
of the Government 
(DPMG) 

is the Second Player of the First Government. He / she starts playing after the 
speech of the Leader of the Opposition.

Expansion is the introduction to the game of new Arguments, Proofs, examples, a 
new view of the offered Resolution. It is a function of the Member of the 
Government and the Member of the Opposition. Expansion cannot be Knifing 
(see Knifing). 

First Tables, Line of the 
First Tables 

are the First Government and the First Opppsition teams.

Government, Line of 
the Government 

is the First Government and the Second Government teams. The objective of 
the Government is to convince the Judge that there is a need to approve a 
bill. 

Interpretation is the specification of the debate Resolution according to location, time, 
a number of persons. In exceptional cases it can be appealed only by the 
Leader of the Opposition.

Judge is the third, disinterested party that makes decisions concerning the approval 
or rejection of a bill. He / she also determines the places and speaker points of 
the teams. 
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Knifing is a substantial logical and/or content-related contradiction between players 
of one team/Line. A logical error which means that a judgement presupposes 
two mutually opposite and incompatible statements about one object at the 
same time and in the same respect.

Leader of the 
Opposition (LO) 

is the First Player of the First Opposition. He / she starts playing after the 
speech of the Prime Minister of the Government. He / she opens the Line of 
the Opposition.

Line Judge is a judge of the debate round who is involved in the collective decision-
making concerning places and players’ speaker points.

Long diagonal is the opposition of the First Government and the Second Opposition teams. 
Mechanism, Model is a part of the speech of the Prime Minister of the Government that explains 

how an offered bill will be implemented. 
Member of the 
Government (MG) 

is the First Player of the Second Government team. He / she starts playing 
after the speech of the Deputy Leader of the Opposition. He / she opens the 
Line of the Second Tables. 

Member of the 
Opposition (MO) 

is the First Player of the Second Opposition team. He / she starts playing after 
the speech of the Member of the Government. 

Opposition, Line of 
the Opposition 

is the First Opposition and the Second Opposition teams. The objective of the 
Opposition is to convince the Judge that there is no need to approve a bill.

Panel of Judges is a set of Judges of the debate round. It consists of the Chief Judge and the 
Line Judges.

Perms is an abbreviation for the main spheres of Argumentation, namely political, 
economic, religious, moral and social spheres.

Point of Clash see Clash. 
Point of Information, 
Question 

is questions which can be put to a Speaker. The Speaker may accept or reject 
the Question. 

Prime Minister of the 
Government (PMG) 

is the First Player of the First Government. He / she starts the game. He / she 
opens the game, the Line of the First Tables and the Line of the Government. 

Problems are a set of problems; a gap between the current situation and the future 
after the introduction of an offered bill. 

Proof is examples, facts, references that confirm the truth of a Thesis. It is a 
component of an Argument. 

Protected Time, 
Protected Minute 

is the time of a speech when the players cannot put questions to a Speaker. 
Usually it is the first and the last minutes of a speech. 

Providing Definitions is a function of the Prime Minister of the Government (see Defition).
Providing 
Interpretations 

is a function of the Prime Minister of the Government (see Interpretation).

Providing Problems is a function of the Prime Minister of the Government (see Problems).
Rebutting, Refuting is a process of proving that the opponent’s arguments are wrong, illogical, 

irrelevant.
Refuting see Rebutting
Relevance is a degree of conformity of the achieved result to the desired one; a degree 

of conformity of the adduced Cases and their parts to the offered Resolution.
Resolution, Topic is a bill offered to the teams for discussing. 
Second Tables, Line of 
the Second Tables 

нare the Second Government and the Second Opposition teams. 

Secretary of the 
Government (SG) 

is the Second Player of the Second Government team. He / she starts playing 
after the speech of the Member of the Opposition. He / she closes the Line of 
the Government. 
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Secretary of the 
Opposition (SO) 

is the Second Player of the Second Opposition team. He / she starts playing 
after the speech of the Secretary of the Government. He / she closes the Line 
of the Second Tables and the Line of the Opposition. 

Short diagonal is the opposition of the First Opposition and the Second Government teams.
Speaker is a player who delivers a speech.
Speaker points are individual evaluation of performance of each player. Speaker points are 

given by the Judge of the round on a scale of 0 to 100 points. 
Squirrel is an incorrect Interpretation that changes the meaning of the Resolution and 

makes discussing it purposeless. 
Status Quo is an actual state that exists at present or existed in the past and the 

restoration or preservation of which is in question. 
TH is an abbreviation for This House; traditionally all debate Resolutions begin 

with the abbreviation TH.
Thesis  is a statement that should be reasonably proved. It is a component of an 

Argument. 
Timekeeper is a person who times the performances of the Speakers. He / she signals 

about the start/end of a speech and the remaining time. 
Topic see Resolution.
Topicality is the importance of the debate Topic (Resolution) for today. Why it is 

necessary to approve a bill at this precise time.
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RESOURCES

http://worlddebating.blogspot.com  

World Debate Forum that has information on various 
upcoming events

http://globaldebateblog.blogspot.com   

posts on upcoming events and debate formats

http://debatevideoblog.blogspot.com   

big database of videos and case studies

http://www.debating.net   

a superior resource to learn about British Parliamentary 
Debates

http://www.debating.net/eucouncil   
the web-site of the European Championship

http://www.debating.net
http://www.idebate.org  

the web-site of the International Association of Educational 
Debates. It contains many links to the events of this 
association, a database of case studies and preparation 
information

http://www.kuworlds2010.com   
the web-site of the International Debate Champioship

http://debate.uvm.edu 

a lot of American debate educational programs and videos

http://debate.uvm.edu/wdi.html 

the web-site of the World Debate Institution 

http://worlddebating.blogspot.com
http://debatevideoblog.blogspot.com 
http://www.debating.net  
http://www.debating.net/eucouncil 
http://www.debating.net  
http://www.idebate.org 
http://www.kuworlds2010.com  
http://debate.uvm.edu/wdi.html 
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